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ABSTRACT 
Zeins are the most abundant seed storage protein found in the maize kernel.  There 
are multiple classes with some classes encoded by large gene families.  The first part of this 
research attempted to identify new members of the 22kDa alpha zein gene family.  
Conserved sequences that were identified in many of the published zein-like sequences were 
used to create PCR primers that amplified zein-like sequences in three inbred lines, Ill12E, 
B101, and B73.  Sequences found were subjected to CAP3 analysis, and the results of that 
analysis were used to estimate the number of zein-like sequences expected in the three inbred 
lines.  The second part of this research examined how transgenes with two different zein 
promoters were impacted by the opaque2 mutation.  Transgenes expressing green fluorescent 
protein (GFP) using either a 19kDa zein promoter or 27kDa zein promoter were compared in 
opaque2 and wild type kernels.  The expression of the native zein genes are impacted 
differently by the opaque2 mutation so this study investigated whether or not the transgenes 
behaved similarly to the native genes that the promoters were derived from.  The opaque2 
mutation had a variable impact on expression of both transgenes, and variable transgene 
transmission was observed as well. 
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Literature Review  
1.1. The Prolamins of Maize 
The seed is the organ through which plants propagate.  In maize, the kernel, which is 
a seed is encased in a husk, is the means of propagation.  The kernel provides the nutritional 
support for growth of a new plant.  Nutrition is provided is through seed storage proteins 
which are degraded during germination.  A storage protein is defined as a protein whose 
main function is to store nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur (Shewry and Casey 1999).  They are 
found in the cell in structures called protein bodies, and the major storage proteins in maize, 
the zeins, are in protein bodies formed in the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum (Lending et 
al. 1988).  The endosperm accounts for 90% of the kernel mass at maturity, making it the 
source of most of the nutrition of the seed (Coleman and Larkins 1999). 
Kernel development begins with embryogenesis and the fertilization of the ovule.  
The ovule and structures associated with it form the four seed tissues: the testa, perisperm, 
endosperm, and embryo (Shewry and Casey 1999).  The testa, which does not become a 
storage tissue, is the seed coat and is sometimes found to be fused with the pericarp.  The 
perisperm comes from the nucellus, a maternal tissue.  The endosperm and embryo tissues 
are the result of the double fertilization found in flowering plants (Figure 1).  The endosperm 
is the result of the fusion between a male generative nucleus and two polar nuclei, which 
makes it triploid.  This is the main seed storage tissue for many species, including maize.  
The embryo results from the fusion of a male nucleus and an egg cell, creating a diploid 
tissue.  The perisperm, endosperm, and embryo can all become storage tissues, either alone 
or in combination. 
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Storage proteins present in kernels are important in the growth and development of 
plants. In species such as Zea mays, they provide much of the nutritional value of the kernel.  
Seed proteins have been divided into four main classes based on their solubility (Osborne 
1924).  These classes are the water-soluble albumins, salt-soluble globulins, aqueous alcohol-
soluble prolamins, and the glutelins, which are not soluble in water, saline solutions, or 
aqueous alcohol.  These groups have more recently been further divided and maize kernels 
contain seed storage proteins from the following three groups: the 2S albumin family, the 7S 
and 11S families of storage globulins, and the alcohol-soluble prolamin family (Shewry and 
Casey 1999).   
The prolamin class of seed proteins is called zein in maize.  They are the major seed 
storage proteins in the endosperm and are deposited during kernel development (reviewed in 
Heidecker and Messing 1986).  Prolamins are so named because of their large amounts of 
proline and glutamine; however, zeins do not contain a balanced amino acid profile.  Corn 
does not provide equal amounts of amino acids and some are found in excess while others are 
deficient according to nutritional needs for humans and animals.  With the exception of the 
18kDa delta zein, all of the zein classes completely lack the essential amino acids lysine and 
tryptophan and most are low in methionine as well (reviewed in Coleman and Larkins 1999).  
Essential amino acids are defined as those amino acids that an animal does not naturally 
produce and so must be acquired through food (Berg et al. 2002).  Zeins are still a source of 
essential amino acids other than lysine, tryptophan, and methionine in the kernel and are 
therefore important for both human and animal nutrition.   
The different zein fractions have been separated using SDS-PAGE revealing seven 
different polypeptide sizes and four classes of zeins, alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and delta-zeins 
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(Esen 1987; Wallace et al. 1990).  The alpha zeins are the most abundant of the maize 
prolamins (Coleman and Larkins 1999) making up 70% of the total zein content in the kernel 
and can be broken into the following four families: the 19kDa A, the 19kDa B, 19kDa D and 
the 22kDa gene families.  The alpha zein polypeptides are from a complex multigene family 
containing 70-100 members (Hagen and Rubenstein 1981; Wilson and Larkins 1984) with 
mRNA showing a complexity consistent with zein protein complexity (Park et al. 1980).  
Related grasses have also been shown to contain the 19kDa and 22kDa prolamin gene 
families, suggesting an evolutionary relationship in the existence of these multigene families 
(Wilson and Larkins 1984).  The complexity of the polypeptide products causes variation 
between inbreds and hybrids and the differences can be used in genotyping (Hartings et al. 
1989; Smith and Smith 1988; Wilson 1985).  The alpha zein genes have been mapped to the 
long and short arms of chromosome 4, the short arm of chromosome 7, the long arm of 
chromosome 10, and near the centromere of chromosome 1 (Hartings et al. 1989; Shen et al. 
1994; Song et al. 2001).   
Although the 22kDa and 19kDa zein gene clusters occupy separate clades in 
phylogenetic analyses, they have been shown to share a common ancestor (Song and 
Messing 2002).  The 22kDa zein gene family occupies a single clade, and that family is 
termed z1C.  The 19kDa zein gene family has evolved into three subfamilies occupying two 
clades.  The three subfamilies, z1A, z1B, and z1D, are found in five separate genomic 
regions (Song and Messing 2002).  This is the result of 19kDa and 22kDa gene families 
amplifying in different manners, with the 19kDa gene family showing more far-distance 
movement within the maize genome.  While the 22kDa zein gene cluster, with the exception 
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of azs22-16 which is the normal copy of the floury2 allele, is found in tandem array, the three 
subfamilies of the 19kDa zein gene family are located in noncontiguous genomic locations. 
The z1C gene was originally duplicated 11.5 million years ago (Song et al. 2001).  
During the evolution of the 22kDa alpha zein gene family, several genes diverged at different 
times but were later duplicated as a group (Song et al. 2001).  Some genes arose as recently 
as two million years ago and 0.5 million years ago making the expansion of this gene family 
a relatively recent event.  Research has also suggested that a number of zein gene copies may 
have been inactivated recently and could be easily restored through recombination depending 
on the inbred line (Song et al. 2001). 
Although the alpha zein gene families are large and complex, only a small number of 
identified genes are transcribed in detectable amounts in the endosperm (Song et al. 2001; 
Song and Messing 2003; Woo et al. 2001).  Several of the genes identified have in-frame 
stop codons (Song et al. 2001; Song and Messing 2003) and it is postulated that many of the 
alpha zein genes are actually pseudogenes.  In the inbred BSSS53, 23 genes have been 
identified in the 22kDa alpha zein gene cluster (Song et al. 2001).  Twenty-two of the genes 
are in a tandem array on the short arm of chromosome 4S while the twenty-third gene is the 
normal allele of the floury2 locus and is located approximately 20 cM from the others 
(Coleman et al. 1997; Song and Messing 2002).  Of the 23 genes, eight are intact, 13 have a 
premature stop codon, one has a 3’ truncation, and one contains a 714 base pair insertion 
(Song and Messing 2003).  Of the eight intact genes, only seven have detectable levels of 
mRNA (Song et al. 2001).   
A similar situation is seen in the 22kDa alpha zein gene copies from the inbred line 
B73.  Of the 15 genes identified, six have intact coding regions, six have premature stop 
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codons in the coding region and three have large rearrangements caused by either a 
transposition insertion or a large truncation (Song and Messing 2003).  A single gene 
resembling the floury2 allele was also identified in the z1C-2 locus.  When comparing 
sequences in the z1C family, genes in orthologous positions have been shown to be more 
conserved than genes in paralogous positions (Song and Messing 2003).  The sequence 
differences seen between inbreds are interesting because within the 22kDa zein gene family 
sequences are conserved by at least 97% identity. 
The 19kDa alpha zein gene cluster also contains a number of genes with no detectable 
levels of mRNA.  Of the 25 19kDa zein gene sequences identified in the inbred B73, 12 have 
intact coding regions while 13 were not intact due to truncation, internal deletion, or stop 
codons (Song and Messing 2002).  All of the genes identified as intact were found to 
accumulate mRNA although the amount varied between the genes.  Additionally, three of the 
genes with in-frame stop codons were discovered to have detectable levels of mRNA so they 
may produce truncated versions of the gene product.   
Knowledge of these gene families is important in understanding the seed storage 
proteins of maize as the alpha zeins are the most abundant storage proteins in the kernel.  The 
differences seen in these families between different inbred lines will prove challenging when 
trying to sequence the maize genome.  Many inbreds and hybrids will need to be studied to 
fully understand the impact and evolution of these gene families in maize. 
The cysteine-rich gamma zeins can be mapped to a single locus on the long arm of 
chromosome 7.  There is a single copy of the gene for the 16kDa gamma zein and either one 
or two gene copies present for the 27kDa gamma zein protein (Das and Messing 1987). 
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The beta zein contains high levels of methionine (11%) (Pedersen et al. 1986) and 
cysteine.  It contains less glutamine, leucine, and proline than the alpha zeins, but, like them, 
lacks lysine and tryptophan.  The 15kDa beta zein protein is encoded by a single copy gene 
on the short arm of chromosome 6 (reviewed in Coleman and Larkins 1999).   
The delta zeins are not structurally related to the other zeins but they have an amino 
acid composition similar to the beta zeins (Kirihara et al. 1988a; Kirihara et al. 1988b).  The 
10kDa delta zein has the highest methionine content of any zein, with 22.5% of the protein 
consisting of methionine residues (Kodrzycki et al. 1989) .  The gene encoding it is present 
as a single copy gene located on the short arm of chromosome 7 (Swarup et al. 1995).  The 
18kDa delta zein is unique in that it is the only zein protein known to contain lysine and 
tryptophan and is located as a single copy gene on the long arm of chromosome 6 (Chui and 
Falco 1995; Swarup et al. 1995).   
1.2. Dzr1 and the high methionine phenotype of BSSS53 
Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS) was developed in the early 1930s by intermating 
16 inbred lines with above average stalk quality (reviewed inTroyer 1999).  The progeny 
were then subject to selection experiments from which came several valuable inbred lines 
(Figure 2).  One such line, B73, was developed from Cycle 5 and came from one of the S2 
lines developed for further selection and inbreeding.  This inbred was actually initially 
discarded but further developed when it was discovered to have good yield in hybrids.  The 
inbred line was then released in 1972.  Inbred line B101 is another useful line developed 
from BSSS.  It was developed through studies aimed at determining genetic variation and 
rates of inbreeding depression within BSSS.  B101 was originally distributed as BSSS53 and 
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arose through single-seed descent from BSSS (Hallauer and Wright 1995).  B101 is 
characterized by having excellent grain yield, high tassel branch numbers, and an elevated 
level of methionine.  It was released in 1994.  
The nutritional value of maize is strongly influenced by the zeins which are lacking in 
lysine, tryptophan, and to a lesser extent, methionine.   Animal feed is often a corn/soy 
mixture to make up for the amino acid deficiencies in corn, but this mixture still is still 
deficient in methionine relative to the needs of some animals (Paulis et al. 1978).  In a study 
searching for lysine plus threonine resistant lines, inbred line BSSS53 was found to be 
resistant and had a 30% increase in methionine content when compared to other resistant 
inbreds (Phillips et al. 1981).  This increase was determined to be the result of 
overexpression of the 10kDa delta-zein protein (Phillips and McClure 1985).  In other 
mutations effecting kernel nutritive value, such as opaque2 and floury2, zein content is 
decreased (Mertz et al. 1964; Nelson et al. 1965), however in BSSS53 the 10kDa delta zein 
protein is increased while the concentration of the other zeins and total protein content 
remains similar to other inbreds (Phillips and McClure 1985).   
Methionine is the most abundant amino acid in the 10kDa zein gene and makes up 
22.5% of the amino acids found in the protein (Kirihara et al. 1988a).  Although the 
increased methionine in BSSS53 has been shown to be the result of overexpression of the 
10kDa zein protein (Phillips and McClure 1985), this is not due to an increase in gene copy 
number (Kirihara et al. 1988b).  The structural gene, delta zein structural10  (dzs10), is found 
as a single copy (Kirihara et al. 1988b) on chromosome 9 but is not the gene responsible for 
the overexpression of the zein protein, DZS10 (Benner et al. 1989).  This overexpression is 
regulated by the gene, delta zein regulator1 (dzr1), located on chromosome 4.  dzr1 operates 
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posttranscriptionally with a trans acting mechanism (Cruz-Alvarez et al. 1991; Schickler et 
al. 1993).  The result is an increase in the stability of mRNA that results in the increase of the 
steady state level of 10kDa delta zein mRNA in BSSS53 (Cruz-Alvarez et al. 1991).   
While the genetic location of dzr1 is known, its sequence has not yet been 
determined.  The regulatory gene has been shown to be tightly linked to the 22kDa alpha zein 
gene cluster, in particular to the gene Zp22/6.  Zp22/6 cosegregated tightly with the high 
10kDa zein phenotype and no recombination was observed between the two, meaning that 
dzr1 is located less than 0.4 cM from Zp22/6 (Chaudhuri and Messing 1995).  The regulatory 
locus does not appear to lower synthesis of any other storage protein in the process (Benner 
et al. 1989), which differs from other amino acid-altering mutations such as opaque2 and 
floury1. 
The 10kDa delta zein fraction is not the only zein that contains a larger amount of 
methionine.  The 15kDa beta zein and the 18kDa delta zein also contain a larger percentage 
of methionine than the alpha and gamma zeins.  The 18kDa zein, DZS18, is not seen in all 
maize lines and in fact cannot be detected in BSSS53 (Swarup et al. 1995).  The mRNA 
levels of dzs18 in BSSS53 were the lowest of all lines tested and the variability of DZS18 
suggests that it is not regulated in the same way as DZS10.  
dzr1 has also been shown to have a maternal effect (Messing and Fisher 1991) which 
is essential knowledge for the development of high methionine BSSS53 hybrids.  Reciprocal 
crosses were done and when dzr1 was passed through the female, the increase in methionine 
content was found to be over five times more than the increase when dzr1 was passed 
through the male.  Based on gene copy number, the methionine level was expected to be only 
twofold higher when passed maternally.   
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Although dzr1 has a maternal effect, there is also allele specific imprinting of dzr1, 
specifically in the inbred, Mo17.  Unlike BSSS53, there is an unusually low amount of the 
10kDa delta zein in Mo17.  This was determined to be caused by the fact that the dzr1+Mo17 
allele is parentally imprinted (Chaudhuri and Messing 1994).  The allele is dominant when 
passed through the female and recessive if passed paternally.  This knowledge is essential to 
programs attempting to improve methionine content through selective breeding. 
A recent backcrossing experiment with the objective of increasing the methionine 
content in maize inbreds and hybrids involved BSSS53 as the high methionine donor (Olsen 
et al. 2003).  There was an increase in the total methionine levels in both inbreds and hybrids 
although a significant portion of the increase came as a result of increase in total protein, not 
just increase in methionine as a percentage of total protein.  None of the backcrosses yielded 
plants with methionine content as high as BSSS53 but the increases that did occur showed 
that it was possible to increase methionine in inbreds through backcrossing.  The high 
methionine inbreds then produced hybrids with higher amounts of methionine as well.  
Previous experiments have demonstrated that the higher amounts of methionine in BSSS53 
hybrids are nutritionally available and able to improve growth in chicks (Messing and Fisher 
1991).  The results of the backcross experiments show great promise for nutritionally 
improving animal feed as well.    
1.3. Opaque2  
Amino acid composition has long been a problem in maize as the major storage 
protein fraction, the zeins, with the exception of the 18kDa delta zein, is completely lacking 
in lysine and tryptophan (Chui and Falco 1995; Swarup et al. 1995).  Several mutations that 
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decrease the amount of zeins present in the maize kernel have been documented, and one of 
great interest is the opaque2 mutation.  This mutation causes an increase in the lysine 
concentration of the kernel (Mertz et al. 1964) through the decrease of one of the major 
storage protein fractions, the 22kDa alpha-zeins (Jones et al. 1977).  The opaque2 kernels 
have a reduced ratio of zein to glutelin and nearly 70% more lysine than normal endosperm. 
The opaque2 mutation partially inhibits zein synthesis thereby altering the 
distribution of the protein fractions (Landry and Moureaux 1982).  A decrease in zein mRNA 
was noticed in brittle2-opaque2 double mutants (Tsai et al. 1978) and further research 
showed the zein mRNA greatly reduced in opaque2 mutants and no 22kDa mRNA was 
detected (Pedersen et al. 1980).  While the 22kDa mRNA could not be detected, the 
complexity of the zein mRNAs remained similar to wild type maize, suggesting that the 
mRNA levels were likely reduced but the mRNAs were not completely absent.  Two other 
mutations, opaque7 and floury2 have also been shown to alter protein content by lowering 
the level of zeins present (Nelson et al. 1965; Soave et al. 1976).  They differ from opaque2 
in that they reduce the content of all zein classes equally, rather than reducing a specific 
fraction (Soave et al. 1976).  While the opaque2 and opaque7 mutations have shown an 
additive effect on zein expression, they appear to be epistatic to floury2 (Schmidt et al. 1987).  
The research done on these three mutations suggests that the opaque2 product is not 
regulated by either opaque7 or floury2.   
The opaque2 mutation is unique in that its main effect is a decrease in the alpha zeins, 
specifically the 22kDa alpha zein gene faction, as the result of reduced 22kDa zein mRNA 
levels (Langridge et al. 1982).  Kodrzycki et al. (1989) found that the 19kDa alpha zein 
protein was delayed in production and the 22kDa zein protein was only found in trace 
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amounts in opaque2 endosperm.  The transcription of the alpha zeins was reduced by over 
90% for the 22kDa gene and 40 to 75% for the 19kDa zein gene, depending on the 
subfamily.  There were similar transcription levels found in both alpha zeins but in the 
endosperm much less 22kDa protein was present compared to the 19kDa protein.  It is likely 
that there is a posttranscriptional mechanism controlling the level of protein to account for 
the difference in protein found in the endosperm.  While the alpha zeins are greatly affected, 
the transcription of the other zein fractions, beta, delta, and gamma are altered very little 
(Kodrzycki et al. 1989).   
The Opaque2 gene has been isolated and characterized and found to encode a bZip 
transcription factor that can bind to the promoter region of a 22kDa zein, thereby enabling it 
to activate zein gene transcription (Hartings et al. 1989; Schmidt et al. 1990).  This research 
supports a model of O2 transcriptional regulation that occurs by direct interaction with zein 
gene promoters. However, the specific, unique sequence that binds to a 22kDa zein promoter 
is not found in the 19kDa zein gene promoter or any other zein promoter (Schmidt et al. 
1992).  Studies involving opaque2 mutants have also identified two conserved amino acids in 
the basic region of O2 that are crucial to the DNA binding activity of the bZIP protein 
(Aukerman et al. 1991).  One of the mutants discovered had a greater decrease in 19kDa 
alpha zein than 22kDa alpha zein, presumably because of alterations in those two amino 
acids.  The opaque2 mutation usually causes a greater decrease of 22kDa zeins than 19kDa 
zeins so this result was unexpected. The mechanism by which the 19kDa zeins are reduced in 
opaque2 kernels is not fully understood as 19kDa zein promoter sequences have not been 
found to bind to O2.  This suggests that the opaque2 mutation affects the 19kDa zein 
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promoters through an indirect interaction.  These studies indicate that O2 transcriptional 
regulation may occur through both direct and indirect interaction with zein gene promoters. 
While the initial discovery of the high lysine mutant was of great interest, the 
opaque2 kernels were found to have several drawbacks including increased damage during 
harvest, greater susceptibility to pathogens, and reduced yield.  These problems were 
partially due to the opaque nature of the kernels in that they had a soft, floury endosperm 
(reviewed in Vasal 2001). Much research has gone into developing varieties with opaque2 
modifier genes which return opaque2 kernels the normal vitreous phenotype.  These varieties 
are referred to as Quality Protein Maize (QPM).  
The modifiers in QPM have also been discovered to cause two to four times higher 
levels of gamma zein than normal or unmodified opaque2 kernels with the increase seen in 
all QPM lines tested (Wallace et al. 1990).  The increase in gamma zein is not seen in 
unmodified opaque2 kernels, where the gamma zein transcript is similar to normal phenotype 
(Kodrzycki et al. 1989).  However, the drastic decrease in alpha zeins in opaque2 maize 
caused the gamma zeins to show the highest transcription rate of all the zeins.  Geetha et al. 
(1991), found that gamma zein transcription levels were not altered, suggesting that the 
increase may be affected instead by mRNA stability.  The gamma zein increase was later 
determined to be the result of a post-transcriptional modification which caused an increase in 
the gamma zein mRNA level (Or et al. 1993).  This led to an increase in the synthesis of the 
protein.  The modifiers are not specific to the opaque2 background and have also been seen 
in floury2 and normal backgrounds (Lopes and Larkins 1991). Further research on the role of 
gamma zeins and other aspects of QPM maize holds great promise for improving the 
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nutritional value of food for the many countries where people receive their primary 
nourishment from maize. 
1.4. Green Fluorescent Protein 
Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is produced by Aequorea victoria, a bioluminescent 
jellyfish, and it produces a strong green fluorescence when excited by blue light (Chalfie et 
al. 1994).  Several aspects of GFP make it ideal as a reporter gene in plants.  It is active 
without the use of exogenous substrates (Chalfie et al. 1994) and the GFP protein can be 
quantified using GFP fluorescence (Niwa et al. 1999; Remans et al. 1999).  GFP was shown 
by Chalfie et al. (1994) to express in prokaryotic cells using a bacteriophage promoter and in 
eukaryotic cells via a native promoter without interfering with cell growth and function.  
These discoveries led researchers to suggest that GFP could be used as a non-invasive 
marker, revolutionizing its use.  GFP has now been expressed in many organisms, including 
maize (Cubitt et al. 1995),  where it has been successfully produced in both maize callus and 
plants (van der Geest and Petolino 1998).   
Research has been done recently using maize embryo and endosperm specific GFP 
constructs as tissue markers (Shepherd et al.). The zein promoters are of interest for 
endosperm specific markers as they are primarily found in the endosperm tissue in maize.  
The 27kDa zein promoter has been previously shown to express a marker transgene (Russell 
and Fromm 1997), a bacterial protein in plants (Chikwamba et al. 2003), and a milk protein 
in maize endosperm (Bicar et al. 2007).  In maize, both the 19kDa alpha zein promoter and 
the 27kDa gamma zein promoter have been successfully used to create constructs that stably 
express GFP through at least three generations (Shepherd et al.).  These two transgenes were 
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shown to function exclusively in the endosperm.  Transient expression experiments showed 
that both constructs were significantly different from the negative control in B73 and Va26 
endosperm tissue but not significantly different than the negative control in OH43 genotype 
endosperm tissue.  This suggests that genetic background may have an effect on the 
expression of these GFP constructs.  The study shows the usefulness of GFP as a tissue 
marker and provides insights about how to best determine transgene expression in future 
experiments. 
2. Author’s Role  
The chapters were written by the primary author with the guidance and assistance of 
Dr. Scott.  For the first study (Chapter 2) Dr. Scott identified conserved sequences used to 
design initial primers and using these primers contributed 218 sequences to the analysis.  The 
primary author designed different primers using the same conserved sequences.  The PCR 
and sequencing using these primers was conducted by the primary author.  All reported 
sequence analysis was conducted by the primary author. 
For the second study (Chapter 3) the cross of opaque2 plants and plants containing 
the GFP transgene, which yielded F1 seed was done by Dr. Scott.  The F1 seed were planted, 
selfed, and harvested by the primary author.  Initial GFP screening and shelling was also 
done by the primary author.  Separation of opaque and translucent kernels was conducted by 
both the primary author and Dr. Moran-Lauter.  The primary author designed the fluorometer 
experiment. Sanding kernels was carried out by the primary author, Dr. Moran-Lauter, and 
Chase Lucas.  Plate setup and fluorometer readings were conducted by the primary author 
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and Dr. Moran-Lauter using the parameters selected by the primary author.  Data analysis 
was done by the primary author. 
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4. Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Cross section of a maize kernel.  Endosperm and embryo tissues are indicated.
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Figure 2. Development of Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS) population.  The relationship of 
the three inbred lines analyzed in this study, B73, B101, and Ill12E to BSSS are also 
indicated. 
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF THE 22KDA ALPHA ZEIN GENE FAMILY IN 
THREE INBRED LINES RELATED TO IOWA STIFF STALK SYNTHETIC 
1. Abstract 
The 22kDa alpha zein gene family is large and complex.  Although a number of genes 
in this family have been identified, the actual number present is unknown.  The main 
objective of this work is to characterize the 22kDa alpha zein gene family more thoroughly in 
three inbred lines related to the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS) population.  Further 
characterization of this gene family is needed because it is abundant in maize and is therefore 
economically and nutritionally important.  The BSSS population is a major contributor to 
maize hybrids today with most hybrids having one parent descended from BSSS.  Conserved 
sequences found in a number of previously identified zein-like sequences were used to create 
PCR primers aimed at amplifying as many 22kDa alpha zein-like genes as possible.  
Amplified PCR product was then sequenced and analyzed using the DNA sequencing 
assembly program, CAP3.  The results of the CAP3 analysis were then used to estimate the 
number of zein-like sequences in each inbred and identify zein-like sequences that were 
present in more than one of the lines examined. The feasibility of using this approach to 
identify candidate genes for dzr1 was also evaluated.  
2. Introduction 
The 22kDa alpha zein gene family in maize is complex with numerous members.  
The complexity of this family has not been thoroughly characterized, however, 23 22kDa 
zein-like sequences have been identified in BSSS53 and 15 have been identified in B73 
(Song et al. 2001; Song and Messing 2003).  
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Although maize is a widely used food source for both animals and humans, it is 
lacking in three essential amino acids, lysine, tryptophan, and methionine.  This is largely 
due to the fact that zeins make up a majority of the protein in the maize kernel and these 
amino acids are found in small amounts in the zein genes (reviewed in Coleman and Larkins 
1999).  One exception to this is in the inbred line BSSS53.  This line was found to have 30% 
more methionine compared to normal maize inbred lines (Phillips et al. 1981).  The increased 
methionine is due to overexpression of the 10kDa delta zein gene (Phillips and McClure 
1985).  The 10kDa zein in normal maize lines contains 22.5% of the methionine found in the 
kernel (Kirihara et al. 1988).  The overexpression is not due to an increase in gene copy 
number and is actually due to regulation by the dzr1 gene which maps in the 22kDa alpha 
zein gene cluster (Schickler et al. 1993).  The dzr1 gene acts on the 10kDa delta zein 
posttrasncriptionally via a transacting mechanism.  The exact physical location of the dzr1 
gene is not known but it has been mapped to within 0.4 cM of at least one known 22kDa 
zein-like sequence (Chaudhuri and Messing 1995).  While its relative genetic location is 
known, the sequence of the gene has not been determined.  
B101 was originally distributed as BSSS53 (Hallauer and Wright 1995) which is 
derived from Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS).  Phillips et al. (1981) also tested 16 of the 
BSSS progenitors for lysine plus threonine resistance and only one progenitor, Ill12E, was 
found to have resistance.  This same line was also the only BSSS progenitor shown to have a 
high methionine phenotype similar to B101.  This shared phenotype between B101 and 
Ill12E suggests that the dzr1 gene in B101 is also present in Ill12E.  As dzr1 has been 
mapped to the 22kDa alpha zein gene cluster (Chaudhuri and Messing 1995), it was 
hypothesized that a 22kDa alpha zein-like sequence that is present in B101 and Ill12E but not 
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in an inbred with normal methionine levels is a candidate for dzr1.  Inbred line B73 has 
normal methionine levels, therefore it was chosen as the third inbred in this study.  
The main objective of this work was to characterize the 22kDa alpha zein gene family 
more thoroughly in three inbred lines related to the Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic population.  
This evaluation included estimation of the number of genes in each inbred and identification 
of genes that are present in more than one of the lines examined. The feasibility of using this 
approach to identify candidate genes for dzr1 was also evaluated.  
3. Materials and Methods 
DNA was extracted from three inbred lines: B73, B101, and Ill12E using the 
Epicentre MasterPure Plant Leaf DNA Purification Kit.  The extracted DNA was diluted to a 
concentration of approximately 195 ug/mL for PCR reactions.  Primers were designed using 
conserved sequences found in previously identified zein-like sequences located in the 22kDa 
zein gene cluster of BSSS53 (Song et al. 2001).  The forward conserved sequence is 
CAAACTTTACATATTCATATCATGTTAA and is found in 15 published zein-like 
sequences.  The reverse conserved sequence, TGTTGYAGGTATGTAGGTGCA, contains a 
degenerate base and is found in 16 published zein-like sequences.  These conserved 
sequences were used to make several forward and reverse primers with different tails 
containing restriction sites to facilitate cloning.  Figure 1 shows a typical 22kDa zein gene 
and where the primer sequences are located within the gene. 
Three different PCR reactions were used to obtain sequence in an attempt to optimize 
conditions.  The first one was a 25µl reaction which contained 2µl dNTPs (2.5mM), 2µl 
MgCl2 (25µM), 2ul forward primer (50µM), 2ul reverse primer (50µM), 2.5µl 10x buffer, 1ul 
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DNA (195 µg/mL), 0.5µl Taq (5U/µl) and 13µl water.  Cycling conditions consisted of a 
94°C, 10 minute denaturation, an annealing temperature of 45°C for 30 seconds, and an 
extension time of 1.5 minutes at 72°C.  The program had 41 cycles.  The second PCR 
reagents varied only in that the MgCl2 concentration was 50mM and Pfu polymerase was 
used instead of Taq.  The third PCR reaction was deemed optimal and was a 27µl reaction 
with 1µl dNTPs (2.5mM), 1µl MgCl2 (50mM), 1µl forward primer (50mM), 1µl reverse 
primer (50µM), 5µl 5x buffer, 1µl DNA (195µg/mL), 1µl Gotaq (Promega) (5U/µl), and 16µl 
water.  The PCR program that was used for the second and third PCR reagents differed from 
the first PCR program described only in that the annealing temperature was changed to 52°C 
and the extension time was increased to 3 minutes.  
PCR reactions were then run on 0.7% agarose gels and the band of interest, at 
approximately 800 bp, was cut out and the DNA in the band was purified using the Montage 
Gel Purification Kit.  The purified DNA was then inserted into a plasmid through either 
directional cloning or TOPO2.1 cloning (Invitrogen).  Ligated plasmids were then chemically 
transformed into OneShot Top10 Chemically Competent Cells (Invitrogen) and grown on LB 
agarose containing ampicillin and XGal.  White colonies were then selected and grown in 
100-200µl LB:Amp broth overnight in 96 well plates.  Plasmid preparation and sequencing 
was performed at the Iowa State University DNA Sequencing Facility. 
Sequences obtained were initially aligned in VectorNTI (Invitrogen) using the 
ClustalW algorithm (Thompson et al. 1994).  These alignments were used to identify zein-
like sequences.  Sequences were trimmed based on the overlapping region for plasmids that 
were sequenced in both directions.  Trimmed sequences range in length from 502bp to 
540bp.  The relative location of the trimmed sequence in a typical 22kDa zein gene is shown 
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in Figure 1.  Trimmed sequences were then analyzed using the CAP3 program (Huang and 
Madan 1999).  Overlap was set at 500 and percent identity was set at 99 with all other 
parameters being default values.  Overlap was set so high because analyses using lower 
overlap values grouped published 22kDa zein-like sequences in the same contig. 
Results from the CAP3 program were visualized in a 3-circle Venn diagram (Chow 
and Rodgers 2005).  Sequences included were ones found in contigs containing sequences 
from multiple PCR reactions.   
Total 22kDa zein-like sequences were predicted for each inbred line using the number 
of contigs containing sequence from the inbred and the number of published sequences found 
for the inbred line.  First the number of published sequences found for the inbred line was 
determined.  The percent of published sequence found was determined by dividing the 
number of published sequence found by the total number of published sequences for the 
inbred.  The number of contigs containing sequence from the inbred was divided by the 
percent of published sequences found to estimate total zein-like sequence expected.  As 
Ill12E does not have any published 22kDa zein-like sequences the percent published 
sequence for this inbred was estimated by averaging the percent published sequence for B101 
and B73. 
Similarity plots were constructed in VectorNTI using the AlignX internal analysis.  
The window size was set at 1. 
4. Results 
The 22kDa zein gene family is a complex family of zein-like sequences containing 
both genes and pseudogenes.  Many zein-like sequences have been reported, and it is clear 
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that zeins are encoded by a large multigene family.  In order to characterize this family more 
thoroughly, known zein-like sequences were used to design degenerate oligonucleotides 
corresponding to conserved regions of the known zein-like sequences.  These primers were 
designed to amplify genomic DNA, and PCR products produced from these primers were 
cloned and sequenced with the aim of identifying as many 22 kDa alpha zein-like sequences 
as possible.  The primers only have an exact match to eighteen of the twenty-three previously 
identified 22kDa zein-like sequences therefore all of the 22kDa zein-like sequences were not 
expected to be found in the inbred lines studied. 
The PCR and cloning yielded 774 sequences from three inbreds: B73, B101, and 
Ill12E as putative 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences.  These sequences potentially contained 
errors from PCR and sequencing.  It was reasoned that the likelihood of the same error 
occurring in two different PCR and/or sequencing reactions would be small, so in the 
analysis those sequences that were found in more that one PCR reaction were emphasized.  
To identify sequences that existed in multiple PCR reactions, the 774 sequences along with 
22 published 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences (Song et al. 2001) were all aligned by the 
DNA sequence assembly program CAP3 (Figure 2).  The CAP3 analysis yielded 51 contigs, 
32 of which contained sequences from multiple PCR reactions (Table 1).  The 51 contigs 
contained a total of 419 sequences, with 380 in the 32 contigs containing sequences from 
multiple PCR reactions.   
Fourteen of the 22 published 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences appeared in contigs 
with sequence from one or more of the inbred lines examined.  Of these, seven included 
sequences from all three inbreds tested, two contained sequences from only B101 and B73, 
and the remaining five contained sequences amplified exclusively from B101.  Sequences 
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from B73 were placed in 32 contigs, 20 of which contained sequences from multiple PCR 
reactions.  Of those 20, nine included known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequence.  B101 
sequence was present in 23 contigs, 20 of which had sequences from multiple PCR reactions.  
All 14 contigs containing known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences contained B101 
sequences.  Ill12E was represented in 20 contigs, 16 of which included sequences from 
multiple PCR reactions.  Known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequence was found in seven of those 
16 contigs. 
Sixteen contigs represented previously unidentified 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences.  
Two of these contigs contained sequence from all three lines and no known 22kDa alpha 
zein-like sequences.  One contig contained only B73 and B101 sequence and two contigs 
contained sequence exclusively from B101 and Ill12E.  Also, one contig containing sequence 
only from B73 and Ill12E was identified.  Twelve contigs containing the sequences of only 
one inbred and no known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences were also discovered.  Of these, 
seven contigs contained only B73 sequence, one contig contained only B101 sequence, and 
four contigs had sequences unique to Ill12E. 
Figure 3 depicts how the contigs containing sequences from multiple PCR reactions 
are shared between the three maize lines.  Seventeen, or nearly half, of those 32 contigs 
contain sequence that is exclusive to one of the inbred lines. Of the remaining 15 contigs, six 
are shared between two inbreds and nine are shared between all three inbreds. 
355 sequences were not placed in contigs and were labeled singlets by CAP3.  
Additionally, 39 sequences were placed in contigs that only represented one PCR reaction 
and could potentially represent PCR errors.  For inbred B73, 12 contigs contained 25 
sequences in which this occurred.  B73 had 57% of its sequences identified as singlets or 
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placed in one-reaction contigs which was the highest percentage of the three inbreds 
examined.  Incidentally, it also had the highest number of sequences included in the analysis.  
For inbred Ill12E, there were four contigs containing a total of eight sequences that were all 
from one PCR reaction.  For this inbred 48% of the sequences were singlets or in contigs 
with sequence from only one reaction.  Although B101 had the lowest number of sequences 
included in the analysis there were only two contigs, with four sequences total, where only 
one PCR reaction was represented.  B101 also had the lowest percentage (43%) of singlets or 
sequences in contigs only containing one reaction.  Overall, 51% of the 774 sequences 
analyzed were not included in contigs identified as known or potential 22kDa alpha zein-like 
sequences. 
Using the results from Table 1 the number of 22kDa zein-like sequences present in all 
three inbred lines was estimated (Table 2).  The number of 22kDa zein-like sequences 
observed in multiple PCR reactions in B101 and B73 was divided by the percentage of 
known 22kDa zein-like sequences found per inbred line.  As 22kDa alpha zein-like 
sequences have not been sequenced in Ill12E, the 22kDa zein-like sequences present in this 
line are unknown.  To estimate the percent complete value of the results for this line the 
percent complete values for B101 and B73 were averaged.  Using this information it is 
estimated that there are approximately 33 22kDa zein-like sequences for B101, 38 22kDa 
zein-like sequences for B73, and 28 22kDa zein-like sequences for Ill12E. 
The similarity between the 32 contigs containing sequence from multiple PCR 
reactions was also examined (Fig. 4).  Three similarity graphs were constructed, one from the 
alignment of the consensus sequences from the contigs containing published sequence (Fig. 
4A), one from the alignment of consensus sequences from the contigs not containing 
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published sequence (Fig. 4B), and one from the alignment of the consensus sequences from 
all 32 contigs (Fig. 4C).  The similarity graphs were also compared to the sequence location 
within a typical zein gene.  The most conserved regions were near the translation start site 
with greater differences seen at the ends of the sequences.  The ATG was conserved in all 
consensus sequences and the TATA box was conserved in all but one consensus sequence.  
This contig from which the consensus sequence was derived contained the published 
sequence, azs22-1, which has been identified as a pseudogene and encodes a truncated 
protein.  Greater differences between sequences were seen within the promoter region and 
also within the region containing repeated domains. 
5. Discussion 
While PCR is a valuable tool, it is an imperfect one. The taq polymerase error rate has 
been reported to be 8.0 x 10-6 errors per base (Cline et al. 1996), however this is an absolute 
error rate.  As errors in earlier cycles will continue to be amplified it is possible for errors to 
be propagated into the product.  The efficiency for the PCR reactions is unknown and 
without this information the exact frequency of error cannot be determined.  It is likely 
however that some of the sequences may contain errors amplified by PCR.   
Sequencing error should also be considered along with PCR error.  For these 
sequences the accuracy is 99% (Gary Polking, pers. comm.) which means up to five errors 
could be expected in each sequence submitted to CAP3 analysis.  The CAP3 analysis yielded 
a total of 51 contigs, with 32 of those containing sequence from multiple PCR reactions.  
Nineteen contigs contained sequence from only one PCR reaction so the 39 sequences 
contained in these contigs could potentially result from PCR errors.  Additionally, the 
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analysis identified 355 singlets which could also represent sequences with PCR or 
sequencing error.  Any future sequencing should be done in both the forward and reverse 
directions to help alleviate this problem.  Further sequencing is also expected to identify 
sequences that match some of the singlets.  Having sequences present in multiple PCR 
reactions helps ensure that the sequence matches are not merely the product of a PCR error 
amplified or a sequencing error.  Further discussion of contigs will refer only to the 32 
representing sequences from multiple PCR reactions. 
Comparison of the sequences in this analysis to known 22kDa zein-like sequences 
allows the number of 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences present in inbred lines to be predicted.  
Fourteen contigs contained sequence matching to previously identified 22kDa alpha zein-like 
sequence (Song et al. 2001).  Twenty-three 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences were identified 
in the 22kDa alpha zein gene cluster of BSSS53 but the twenty-third sequence, azs22-3, was 
not included in this analysis because it is truncated.  Sequences were trimmed and only those 
at least 502 basepairs long were retained for CAP3 analysis.  It is interesting to note that only 
14 contigs were identified with known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences.  Five of the known 
sequences, azs22-11, azs22-12, azs22-13, azs22-17, and azs22-18 lacked the conserved 
sequences used in the primers and they were not expected to be identified.  As expected, 
none of the sequences included in the analysis matched to these five zein-like sequences.  All 
14 contigs containing known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequence also contained sequence from 
B101.  This was anticipated as these sequences were discovered in the inbred BSSS53 from 
which B101 was derived (Hallauer and Wright 1995).  Because it is unlikely that sequences 
that do not contain the primer sites would be amplified in the experiments, about 26% (6 of 
23) of the 22kDa zein fraction in B101 is not expected to amplify in this analysis.  
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Furthermore, this analysis did not identify three 22kDa zein-like sequences that were 
expected, therefore only 82% (14 of 17) of the sequences this method should yield were 
found.  Twenty contigs contained sequence from B101, so knowing this is only 82% of 
expected sequence, therefore at least four more 22kDa zein-like sequences are expected to be 
found, for a total of 24 22kDa zein-like sequences in this inbred.  By dividing the number of 
contigs found containing B101 by the percent of total published zein-like sequences that 
were found, a predicted value of 33 can be given for the total number of 22kDa alpha zein-
like sequences present in this inbred (Table 2).  This suggests that perhaps there are more 
zein-like sequences, like the floury2 allele (azs22-16) that are not located in the sequenced 
portion of the 22kDa alpha zein gene cluster.   
A similar calculation can be performed for the inbred B73.  There have been 15 
previously identified zein-like sequences (Song and Messing 2003).  Eleven of these 
contained the conserved primer regions.  However, two genes identified in BSSS53 but not 
reported in B73, azs22-14 and azs22-15, were found in this analysis.  The addition of azs22-
14 and azs22-15 changes the number of known 22kDa zein-like sequences potentially 
detectable by this method to 13.  The percentage of known 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences 
potentially detectable in B73 is therefore 76%, leaving 24% of the 22kDa zein fraction 
invisible by this analysis.  Sequences from B73 occurred in 20 contigs, including the nine 
containing known 22kDa zein-like sequences.  As only 69% of the expected sequences were 
found, it is estimated that approximately nine more 22kDa zein-like sequences, for a total of 
29, could be found in B73 using this method.  Using the same calculations used for B101, it 
is estimated that there are at least 38 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences in B73 (Table 2).   
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The 22kDa zein-like sequences azs22-14 and azs22-15 have been shown to arise from 
duplication events of azs22-4 and azs22-5 respectively, in BSSS53 (Song et al 2001).  As 
they are not present in the 22kDa zein gene cluster in B73, it is likely that these two 
sequences, and perhaps others that have yet to be found, were translocated at some point to a 
different place in the genome.  Already one 22kDa zein-like sequence, azs22-16, has been 
found separate from the 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences tandemly arranged on chromosome 
4S (Coleman et al. 1997) so this seems a likely explanation for the presence of azs22-14 and 
azs22-15 in B73 in the analysis.   
A predicted number of 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences for Ill12E can be estimated 
by averaging the values in the ‘% Published sequences found’ column of Table 2.  The 
averaged value estimates that only 57% of the 22kDa zein-like sequences have been 
identified by this analysis for Ill12E.  By multiplying this percentage by 16, the number of 
22kDa zein-like sequences observed in multiple PCR reactions in Ill12E, it is estimated that 
there is a minimum of 28 22kDa zein-like sequencess present in this inbred. 
These results may be an underestimate of the total number of zein-like sequences 
found as the CAP3 program did not differentiate between sequences with higher than 99% 
identity and sequences with exactly 99% identity, grouping them all in the same contig.  
Closer examination of some sequences revealed that at least one contig, Contig 2, contains 
sequences that were derived from amplifications of different, but highly similar genomic 
regions in the same inbred.  It is interesting to note that Contig 2 also contains the known 
22kDa zein-like sequence, azs22-2.  Emrich et al. (2007) identified the presence of a number 
of nearly identical paralogs (NIPs) in the maize genome.  NIPs are characterized by having 
greater than 98% identity, with most having greater than 99% identity.  One explanation for 
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the closely related sequences seen in this analysis is that they are NIPs.  Although only one of 
the contigs has been verified to contain sequences from multiple genomic regions, the large 
number of components of several other contigs suggests they may contain several NIPs.  One 
way to resolve this discrepancy is to alter the CAP3 program to have greater stringency or 
use a different program that would allow for higher than 99% identity. 
The variation in sequence length may have also caused similar or identical sequences 
to be grouped in different contigs.  Previous analyses indicated that the sequences in Contig 
24 were identical to sequences found in Contig 2.  The sequences were trimmed to slightly 
different lengths causing the sequences in Contig 24 to start further upstream than the 
sequences in Contig 2.  It is not known if there were similar cases in other contigs so further 
scrutiny of the contig sequences and perhaps more uniform sequence lengths are needed.  
Additionally, there were 355 singlets from the CAP3 analysis that through further sequencing 
could be found to have matches in multiple PCR reactions, leading to identification of new 
22kDa alpha zein-like sequences. 
Eighteen contigs contained sequence that can be considered putative new 22kDa 
alpha zein-like sequences.  Among the inbreds, B73 had the most potential new 22kDa alpha 
zein-like sequences as seven contigs were identified with sequence exclusive to B73.  One 
possible reason for the high number in this inbred compared to the other two is that B73 
contributed the most sequences to the CAP3 analysis and had the highest number of 
sequences placed in contigs.  However, this inbred had the highest percentage of singlets 
compared to sequences included in the analysis and the highest number of sequences present 
in a contig containing only one PCR reaction.   
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 There was only one putative new 22kDa alpha zein-like sequence identified that 
contained sequences exclusive to B101.  This is somewhat expected as extensive research has 
been done on the 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences in this inbred (Song et al. 2001; Song and 
Messing 2003).  B101 did have the highest percentage of sequences in contigs compared to 
the other inbreds as well as the least number of sequences in contigs representing only one 
PCR reaction.   
Four putative new 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences were found in Ill12E.  22kDa 
zein-like sequences that are unique to Ill12E are of interest in determining how the 22kDa 
zein-like sequences were inherited through the development of different Iowa Stiff Stalk 
Synthetic lines.  While these putative genes may be unique to Ill12E in this analysis, 
evaluation of other BSSS lines may show that these sequences were indeed passed on.  
Further studies may identify more 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences in Ill12E, adding to our 
knowledge of the inheritance of this gene family. 
There are six putative new 22kDa alpha zein-like sequences from contigs that contain 
sequences from multiple inbreds.  While several of the putative new 22kDa zein-like 
sequence contigs contain sequence only from two inbreds, because the percent published 
sequences found is 57% on average, which is also an estimate of the percent of total zein-like 
sequences the analysis has identified, it is possible that the third inbred contains that zein but 
this analysis is not yet complete enough to identify it.  Further studies of these shared 
sequences will be useful in characterizing the inheritance of the 22kDa alpha zein gene 
family.   
It is also important to note that there can be a number of sources for a single inbred 
line.  Gethi et al. (2002) estimated the level of genetic diversity both within and among 
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several inbred lines.  This study found that there was a significant amount of variation found 
within the sources for a single inbred and even within one source there may be variation.  
Complete homozygosity cannot be assumed for an inbred line source; therefore, this 
variation may cause differences to be seen when identifying 22kDa zein-like sequences in 
inbreds.  Alternate sources of the inbred lines used in this study may contain different 
sequences than the ones identified here. 
The inbred line B101 shows a rare high methionine phenotype.  This line was 
originally distributed as BSSS53 (Hallauer and Wright 1995) which is a high methionine line 
derived from Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.  When the 16 available progenitors of Iowa Stiff 
Stalk Synthetic were also tested for methionine content, only Ill12E was shown to have a 
high methionine phenotype similar to B101.  When Phillips et al. (1981) discovered the high 
methionine phenotype of B101 while looking for lysine plus threonine resistant lines, they 
also tested 16 of the Stiff Stalk Progenitors.  Of the progenitors, only Ill12E was found to be 
resistant.  It was believed that a higher methionine to lysine ratio was responsible for the 
resistance which is supported by the increased level of methionine found in Ill12E.  This 
shared phenotype between B101 and Ill12E suggests that the dzr1 gene that regulates the 
methionine increase in B101 is also present in Ill12E.  This also suggests that the dzr1 allele 
from Ill12E was inherited by B101.  As dzr1 has been mapped to the 22kDa alpha zein gene 
cluster (Chaudhuri and Messing 1995), this study hypothesizes that a 22kDa alpha zein-like 
sequence that is present in B101 and Ill12E but not in an inbred with normal methionine 
levels is a candidate for dzr1.  Earlier it was mentioned that an objective of this research was 
to determine the feasibility of this method for identifying dzr1.  Although two sequences 
were identified as being present in contigs only containing sequence from Ill12E and B101 
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(Contigs 24 and 30), the completion rate of this method needs to be much higher to make any 
definitive conclusions about the identification of putative sequences for dzr1.  It should also 
be noted that a 22kDa zein-like sequence could be modified and different between these two 
lines.  If this has occurred, it is possible the modifications would not be detected by this 
analysis.   
The similarity of consensus sequences derived from the contigs was examined for the 
32 contigs containing PCR from multiple reactions.  The area around the start of translation 
was highly conserved which is expected.  This is important to ensure translation initiation.  
The regions at either end of the sequences showed fairly high levels of variation.  Some of 
this variation was seen in the promoter region and a large portion of the variation was seen in 
the region where repeated domains are prevalent.  Variation is expected in the repeated 
domains because the number of repeats can vary between sequences.  
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7. Figures and Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Typical 22kDa zein gene.  Locations of the forward and reverse primer conserved 
sequences indicated by black arrows.  The blue bar indicates the approximate location of the 
trimmed sequences used for CAP3 analysis.  +1 indicates the start of translation, with -350 
and +500 relative to that position.  Figure is relatively drawn to scale.
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Figure 2.  Breakdown of CAP3 analysis.  General input and output of analysis is shown.  
Singlets and contigs containing sequences from only one PCR reaction were not subject to 
further analysis.
774 sequences + 22 published sequences
51 Contigs
355 singlets
32 Contigs with sequence 
from multiple PCR reactions
19 contigs with only 
one PCR reaction
18 contigs without 
published sequence
14 Contigs with 
published sequence
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Table 1. Contig and singlet results from CAP3 analysis.  The number of sequences contained 
in each contig are listed.  Yellow highlighted boxes indicate contigs with the strongest 
support because they contain sequences from multiple PCR reactions. Numbers in bold red 
type indicate contigs that contain sequences from multiple PCR reactions within the same 
inbred line.  The GenBank Accession number and region for known sequences are included.
Contig B73 B101 Ill12E 
Known zein 
sequence 
GenBank 
Accession # Accession Region 
1 5 12 7 azs22-1 AF090447 147795-148594 
2 16 5 20 azs22-2 AF090447 151904-152704 
3 12 12 14 azs22-6 AF090447 183200-184006 
4 3 6 8 azs22-15 AF090447 112406-113206 
5 33 10 15 azs22-5 AF090447 169654-170454 
6 2 2   azs22-14 AF090447 108295-109095 
7 3           
8 23 12   azs22-16 AF090446 15313-16104 
9   7   azs22-10 AF090447 220387-221187 
10   3   azs22-20 AF090447 228600-229397 
11 2 1 7 azs22-7 AF090447 187312-188814 
12 1 1 1 azs22-8 AF090447 199338-200138 
13   4   azs22-9 AF090447 205153-205948 
14 13           
15   2         
16 8   3       
17 1 1         
18     15       
19   13   zp22/D87 AF090447 261759-262472 
20 6 9 7       
21 2           
22 6           
23   2         
24   1 2       
25 1 1 1       
26 6           
27     2       
28 2           
29   2         
30   1 3       
31     2       
32     15       
33     2       
34     2       
35     2       
36     7       
37 2           
38 2           
39 2           
40 2           
41 2           
42 2           
43 2           
44 2           
45 2           
46 2           
47 2           
48 3           
49  2         
50 2           
51   3   zp22/6 AF090447 253535-254335 
Total contig 
sequences 172 112 135       
Singlets 175 73 107       
Total sequence 
analyzed 347 185 242       
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Figure 3.  Venn diagram representing 32 contigs containing sequences from multiple PCR 
reactions.  
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Table 2. Predicted number of 22kDa alpha zein genes in B101, B73, and Ill12E. 
 
a Only contigs with sequences from multiple PCR reactions included 
b
 (Song et al. 2001; Song and Messing 2003) 
c
 No
 
22kDa alpha zein sequence has been published for Ill12E so the number of genes present is unknown   
d
 % Published sequences found = # Published sequences found/Published sequences 
e
 The % Published sequences found for Ill12E was determined by averaging that number for B101 and B73. 
f
 Total zein-like sequences expected = Contigs identified/(% Published sequences found)
 
 
Inbred 
Contigs 
identifieda 
Published 
sequencesb 
# Published 
sequences found 
% Published 
sequences found 
Total zein-like 
sequences 
expectedf 
B101 20 23 14 61%d 33 
B73 20 17 9 53%d 38 
Ill12E 16 N/Ac N/Ac 57%e 28 
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Figure 4. Similarity graphs for the consensus sequences from the 32 contigs containing 
sequences from multiple PCR reactions and the relation to a typical zein gene.  Position 
refers to the base number within the PCR sequence.  In the gene figure the blue bar indicates 
the approximate location of the signal sequence.  The red bar indicates the area where 
repeated domains are prevalent.  +1 in the gene figure indicates the start of translation, with -
100 and +380 relative to that position.  Figure is approximately drawn to scale.  A) 14 contig 
consensus sequences from contigs containing published zein-like sequence, B) 18 contig 
consensus sequences from contigs not containing published zein-like sequence, C) All 32 
contig consensus sequences. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE IMPACT OF THE OPAQUE2 MUTATION ON THE 
EXPRESSION OF TWO TRANSGENES CONTAINING ZEIN PROMOTERS 
1. Abstract  
Transgenes are potentially valuable for crop improvement but it is important to 
develop ways of regulating their expression.  Using known mutations can be one way to 
regulate transgene expression.  The objective for this study was to examine the impact of the 
opaque2 mutation on expression of two Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) transgenes with 
different zein promoters.  The transgenes contained either a 19kDa zein or 27kDa zein gene 
promoter.  As the opaque2 (o2) mutation impacts expression of the two zein classes 
differently, it is of interest to determine whether transgenes with these promoters have 
expression patterns comparable to the native genes.  GFP was used because it is easily 
quantified using fluorescence values.  Kernels from ears containing either the 19zn-GFP or 
27zn-GFP transgene were analyzed using a fluorometer.  Translucent and opaque kernels 
were separated prior to fluorescence analysis and the two classes were compared within each 
ear.  For the 19zn-GFP transgene, ears with different transformation events and genome 
compositions were compared.  Although some ears had unexpected transgene phenotypic 
segregation ratios, epistasis was seen to some extent in all ears.  Ear to ear variation made it 
hard to make definite conclusions about the impact of the opaque2 mutation on this 
transgene.  The ears containing the 27zn-GFP transgene had the same transformation event 
but different genome compositions and some ears exhibited epistasis and other did not.  
Additionally, some ears had unexpected transgene phenotypic segregation ratios.  This 
variation made conclusions about the impact of opaque2 on this construct difficult as well. 
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2. Introduction 
Transgenes are economically important for a variety of reasons.  They are generally 
thought of as means for crop improvement but they can also be used to produce 
pharmaceuticals in plants.  Maize seeds in particular are of interest for a number of reasons 
including their ability to be easily stored and transported, ability to stably store protein for 
long periods of time, and the ability to be easily processed (reviewed in Howard and Hood 
2005).  Maize is also a widely consumed food source for both humans and animals so it is a 
suitable vessel for biopharmaceuticals that contain orally delivered products.  The increasing 
prevalence of transgenes for both crop improvement and biopharmaceuticals demands that 
ways to regulate transgene expression be explored.   
One way to regulate transgene expression is with known mutations.  By studying the 
impacts of known mutations on transgene expression it can be determined whether or not 
these mutations would be useable in the regulation of transgenes.  The mutation that this 
study looked at is the opaque2 mutation in maize.  The opaque2 mutants are characterized by 
having a soft, floury endosperm that causes the kernel to appear opaque rather than 
translucent when placed on a light box (Figure 1).  The major impact of this mutation is to 
decrease the amount of alpha zeins in the kernel (Kodrzycki et al. 1989; Langridge et al. 
1982).  The opaque2 gene encodes a bZip transcription factor that binds to a 22kDa alpha 
zein gene promoter, thereby having a direct impact on gene expression (Hartings et al. 1989; 
Schmidt et al. 1990).  The 22kDa alpha zeins are actually seen to decrease by more than 90% 
in opaque2 mutants.  The opaque2 mutation also causes a 45-70% decrease in the 19kDa 
alpha zeins although the mechanism by which this occurs is not known.  The bZip 
transcription factor has not been found to bind to 19kDa zein promoters (Schmidt et al. 1992) 
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suggesting that the opaque2 mutation has an indirect impact on this gene family.  
Interestingly, the opaque2 mutation does not impact the levels of the other zein proteins 
(Kodrzycki et al. 1989).  Maize with the opaque2 mutation is also promising for 
biopharaceuticals because although overall yield is lowered, recombinant protein can be 
produced 3-5 times higher than normal maize (Howard and Hood 2005), but the authors do 
not indicate what promoters were used.  Studying how transgene expression is impacted by 
this mutation may help determine if this mutation is beneficial for transgenic plants. 
The transgenes used in this study express Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) using one 
of two endosperm specific promoters.  The constructs were originally made to evaluate 
milling processes (Shepherd et al.) but are useful for other purposes as tissue specific 
transgenes.  The constructs contained one of two zein gene promoters, either a 27kDa or a 
19kDa zein promoter.  These promoters are of interest because the native zein genes from 
which they are derived are impacted differently by the opaque2 mutation.  The 19kDa zeins 
are decreased while the 27kDa zeins are unaltered so it is of interest to find out if transgenes 
carrying their promoters exhibit expression patterns similar to the native genes from which 
they were derived.  The objective for this project was to examine the impact of the opaque2 
mutation on expression of two GFP transgenes with different zein promoters.  
3. Materials and Methods 
The two GFP transgenes used, 19zn-GFP and 27zn-GFP, were from research done by 
Shepherd et al.  Maize plants homozygous for the opaque2 mutation and plants homozygous 
for the GFP transgene were crossed to yield F1 seed.  The F1 seed was heterozygous for the 
opaque2 mutation and the GFP transgene and plants from F1 seed were grown and self-
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pollinated to yield F2 kernels with the two loci segregating.  Twenty-one plants containing 
the 19zn-GFP transgene were selfed and 11 plants containing the 27zn-GFP transgene were 
selfed.  The ears were prescreened for GFP using a blue light and orange filter.  Nine ears 
were chosen that exhibited GFP fluorescence, four contained the 19zn-GFP transgene and 
five contained the 27zn-GFP transgene.  The genome compositions and further description of 
the ears can be found in Table 1.  The ears were then shelled and kernels were separated 
based on opaque or translucent phenotype using a light box.  All ears exhibited a segregation 
ratio that was not statistically different from the expected ratio of 3 translucent: 1 opaque.  
Individual kernels were not prescreened for fluorescence. 
To quantify fluorescence, the top of each kernel was sanded to expose the endosperm.  
Forty-eight opaque and 48 translucent kernels from each ear were randomly selected for 
analysis.  Two Costar 48-well plates were spray painted black and used for each ear.  In each 
plate 24 opaque and 24 translucent kernels were placed into wells in a randomized design.  
One kernel was placed in each well and secured with black clay with the exposed endosperm 
centered and facing up in the well.  Fluorescence was quantified using a Tecan 
SPECTRAFlourPlus.  It was set to measure fluorescence with an excitation wavelength of 
485 and an emission wavelength of 535.  The gain was manually set at 60.  Each well was 
read once with 30 flashes and an integration time of 40 µs.  Each plate was read one time.   
4. Results 
The opaque2 mutation has a pronounced effect on the expression of the alpha zeins in 
maize kernel endosperm.  In an o2/o2 genetic background, the 22kDa alpha zein genes are 
generally only present in trace amounts and the 19kDa alpha zeins are diminished by up to 
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70%  (Kodrzycki et al. 1989).  However, the other zein genes, including the 27kDa gamma 
zeins, have not shown a pronounced decrease in opaque2 kernels.  Nine maize ears 
segregating for the opaque2 mutation and one transgene were analyzed for transgene 
expression.  The ears contained either the 19zn-GFP transgene which has a 19kDa zein 
promoter or the 27zn-GFP transgene which has a 27kDa zein promoter.  Based on the 
behavior of the native genes as described in the literature, GFP levels were expected to be 
decreased in opaque2 kernels compared to translucent kernels in ears containing the 19zn-
GFP construct but not in ears containing the 27zn-GFP construct.   
F1 ears with a genotype of o2O2/GFP(-)GFP(+) were selfed to generate F2 seed with 
expected segregation ratios listed in Table 2.  The four ears that contained transgene 19zn-
GFP also had different transformation events and had different genome composition 
(Table1).  The five ears that contained transgene 27zn-GFP had the same transformation 
event but had different genome compositions.  As mutation penetrance can vary based on 
transformation event or genome composition it is important to study these effects on 
transgene expression as well. 
GFP fluorescence was analyzed in 96 kernels from each ear with 48 having an opaque 
phenotype and 48 having a translucent phenotype.  The fluorescence values were then ranked 
lowest to highest and plotted as a line graph.  Thus, each graph contained two data series, one 
for opaque kernels and the other for translucent kernels.  If the transgene segregated as a 
single dominant allele according to normal Mendelian ratios, we would expect to see 12 
kernels from each set of 48 with no GFP expression because they did not inherit the 
transgene.  The remaining 36 kernels should contain the transgene in either the homozygous 
or heterozygous state.  Figures 3 and 4 show hypothetical data from segregating ears plotted 
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in this way to illustrate different types of gene action in this presentation format.  In all 
figures, it is indicated with the red boxes where the homozygous GFP null allele genotype 
kernels are expected to be and with green boxes where the homozygous GFP positive kernels 
are expected to be.  If the transgene has dominant gene action (Figure 3A) the kernels with a 
GFP(-)GFP(-) genotype should have the lowest fluorescence values and these kernels should 
comprise one-fourth (12) of the analyzed kernels.  Kernels with a GFP(-)GFP(+) or 
GFP(+)GFP(+) genotype should have higher fluorescence values and these kernels should 
comprise three-fourths (36) of the analyzed kernels.  For co-dominant gene action (Figure 
3B) the kernels with a GFP(-)GFP(-) genotype would also have the lowest fluorescence 
values and again these kernels should comprise one-fourth (12) of the analyzed kernels.  
Kernels with a GFP(+)GFP(+) genotype should have the highest fluorescence and these 
kernels should comprise one-forth (12) of the analyzed kernels.  Kernels with a GFP(-
)GFP(+) should have fluorescence values intermediate between the other two genotypes and 
these kernels should comprise one-half  (24) of the analyzed kernels.  If, however, the gene 
has recessive gene action (Figure 3C), kernels with a GFP(-)GFP(-) or GFP(-)GFP(+) 
genotype should have the lowest fluorescence values and these kernels should comprise 
three-fourths (36) of the analyzed kernels.  Kernels with a GFP(+)GFP(+) genotype should 
have the highest fluorescence values and these kernels should comprise one-fourth (12) of 
the kernels analyzed.   
Transgenes occasionally have low pollen transmission or gene silencing, causing 
higher than expected numbers of kernels negative for the transgene.  The expected graph for 
a transgene with low pollen transmission or gene silencing, is shown in Figure 3D.  For this 
graph the breaks in fluorescence values do not fall in the expected positions.  More kernels 
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are seen with low fluorescence values, extending beyond the homozygous negative region 
into the heterozygous positive region.  Kernels with intermediate fluorescence values 
likewise are seen in the remainder of the heterozygous positive region and also in the 
homozygous positive region.  This analysis cannot distinguish between low pollen 
transmission and gene silencing so both must be considered a possibility if a graph similar to 
Figure 3D is seen.   
The opaque2 mutation is also expected to have an epistatic effect on kernels 
containing the 19zn-GFP construct as this mutation has been previously reported to 
significantly lower 19kDa zein expression (Kodrzycki et al. 1989).  The graph expected if the 
opaque2 mutation has an epistatic effect on the transgene is shown in Figure 4.  The 
transgene is expected to exhibit co-dominance and in this case, the opaque2 kernels would 
have diminished fluorescence values because of epistasis.  Fluorescence expression is 
inhibited in opaque kernels but the kernel values fall in the same regions as normally 
expressing kernels.  Opaque kernels with lower fluorescence values are seen in the 
homozygous negative region, ones with intermediate vales are seen in the heterozygous 
region and the kernels with the highest fluorescence values are seen in the homozygous 
positive region, similar to the distribution of translucent kernels.  However, the epistatic 
impact causes the opaque fluorescence values to be lower than the fluorescence values seen 
in the translucent kernels.   
 The transgenes in this analysis were expected to show co-dominant gene action.   
Richards et al. (2003) showed that transgenic plants homozygous for the GFP transgene 
showed twice the fluorescence as hemizygous plants.  In maize containing a GFP transgene, 
a range of fluorescence levels was seen for GFP positive kernels during visual screening.  If 
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the transgene exhibits co-dominance as expected, the highest 12 kernels are expected to have 
significantly higher fluorescence values than the other GFP positive kernels.   
Four ears analyzed contained the 19zn-GFP transgene (Fig. 5).  Three of the ears had 
the same genome composition and transformation event (Fig. 5B-D), while the fourth ear had 
a different genome composition and transformation event from the other three (Figure 5A).  
The opaque2 mutation appears to have an epistatic impact on all four ears but the effect is 
seen in different classes of kernels.  Ears 9141-04 (Fig. 5A) and 9145-02 (Fig. 5C) only 
appeared to have epistatic impact in the homozygous positive region.  In both of those ears 
there were a high number of kernels with low fluorescence values which could indicate low 
pollen transmission or gene silencing.  Previous research has shown that low pollen 
transmission results in excess numbers of progeny homozygous null for the transgene 
(Sangtong et al. 2002).  However, for ears 9145-01(Fig. 5B) and 9145-04 (Fig. 5D) the 
epistatic impact of opaque2 on the transgene was seen in both the heterozygous positive and 
homozygous positive regions.  These ears also appeared to segregate and to be co-dominant 
for transgene expression in translucent kernels, as expected.  The translucent kernels in the 
heterozygous positive region had intermediate fluorescence values while the translucent 
kernels in the homozygous positive region had markedly higher fluorescence values.  Ear to 
ear variation made it difficult to draw conclusions about gene action and transgene 
inheritance. 
Five ears analyzed contained the 27zn-GFP transgene from the same transformation 
event (Fig. 6).  While all ears contained the transgene from the same transformation event 
they did not all have the same genome composition.  Ears 9143-01 and 9143-03 had one 
genome composition and ears 9148-01, 9148-02, and 9148-03 had another genome 
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composition (Table 1).  The opaque2 mutation had an impact on transgene expression in 
some ears and not in others, but this did not appear to be dependent on genome composition.  
The opaque2 mutation did not appear to have an epistatic impact on transgene expression for 
ears 9143-03 (Fig. 6B) and 9148-02 (Fig. 6D) although these ears had different genome 
compositions.  The fluorescence values for both opaque and translucent kernels were nearly 
identical.  Both ears had a slightly larger number of kernels with low fluorescence values 
than expected, which could be explained by low pollen transmission or gene silencing.   
The opaque2 mutation appeared to have an epistatic impact, in varying degrees, on 
the other three ears, 9143-01 (Fig. 6A), 9148-01 (Fig. 6C), and 9148-03 (Fig. 6E).  Again the 
ears did not all have the same genome composition.  Ears 9148-01 and 9148-03 had the same 
genome composition but did not show the same degree of epistasis.  They also did not show 
the same segregation ratios as ear 9148-01 had a higher number of translucent kernels with 
low fluorescence values, again suggesting low pollen transmission or gene silencing.  The 
epistasis in this ear only appeared to occur for kernels with intermediate fluorescence values 
as both opaque and translucent kernels had similar fluorescence values for the kernels with 
the highest fluorescence values.  However, the epistasis seen in ears 9143-01 and 9148-03 
was very similar with inhibition of transgene expression occurring in both the heterozygous 
positive and homozygous positive regions.  Transgene expression is therefore impacted by 
the opaque2 mutation for some ears but there is variation seen within genome compositions.  
The ear to ear variation seen regarding transgene expression made it difficult to draw 
conclusions about gene action and transgene inheritance. 
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5. Discussion 
The opaque2 mutation has differing degrees of severity depending on genome 
composition, which impacts the penetrance of the opaque2 phenotype.  It is actually this 
phenomenon that allows for the development of QPM maize as genome compositions with 
less severe opaque2 phenotypes are chosen.  Jia et al. (2007) suggested a novel hypothesis 
involving transcripts upregulated and downregulated in opaque2 mutants to explain the 
variation seen among mutants with different genome compositions.  This hypothesis states 
that transcripts that are downregulated are usually directly affected by opaque2 and these are 
seen in multiple genome compositions.  However, upregulated transcripts tend to be 
indirectly affected by opaque2 and are present only in a particular genome composition.  It is 
the upregulated transcripts that are responsible for the degree to which the kernels express the 
mutation.  As both transgenes were tested in multiple genome compositions, varying impact 
on transgene expression might be expected. 
The opaque2 mutation impacted the 19zn-GFP transgene in all ears but with no 
apparent regard to genome composition or transformation event.  It was expected that 
opaque2 would impact transgene expression for ears containing the 19zn-GFP construct.  
This construct contained a 19kDa zein promoter and as 19kDa zein transcription is decreased 
in opaque2 mutants, it was expected that transgene expression would also be decreased.  The 
three ears from row 9145 (Fig. 5B-D) had the same genome composition and transformation 
event but showed variation in transgene expression for both translucent and opaque kernels.  
Both ear 9141-04 (Fig. 5A) and ear 9145-02 (Fig. 5C) had a high number of both opaque and 
translucent kernels with low fluorescence values indicating that there was low pollen 
transmission of the transgene or gene silencing.  However, they had different genome 
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compositions and transgenic events.  The other two ears with the same genome composition 
and transformation event as 9145-02, 9145-01 (Fig. 5B) and 9145-04 (Fig. 5D), appeared to 
have transgene segregation indicative of co-dominant gene action.  Additionally, the 
translucent kernels with the highest fluorescence values for ear 9145-02 had significantly 
lower fluorescence values than the highest values for the other three ears containing this 
transgene.  While the opaque2 mutation impacted transgene expression in all ears tested, the 
variation seen for this impact within genome compositions and transformation events 
suggested that the specific impact of this mutation cannot be determined from these results.  
It also suggested that results from a single ear are not sufficient to determine how the 
mutation impacts transgene expression. 
Based on research showing no decrease in 27kDa zeins in opaque2 mutants 
(Kodrzycki et al. 1989), the ears with the 27zn-GFP construct were not expected to show a 
significant difference in fluorescence values between opaque and translucent kernels.  
However, this research showed that the opaque2 mutation does impact 27zn-GFP transgene 
expression in some ears but it did so with no apparent regard for genome composition.  There 
were two genome compositions containing the 27zn-GFP transgene with multiple ears with 
each composition.  However, there was variation in transgene expression seen within both 
genome compositions.  While ears 9143-01 and 9143-03 had the same genome composition, 
opaque2 epistatically impacted transgene expression only in ear 9143-01.  The results seen 
for 9143-03 most closely matched the results for ear 9148-02 which had a different genome 
composition.  Likewise, 9143-01 had kernels with fluorescence values similar to ears 9148-
01 and 9148-03 although they too had a different genome composition.  Additionally, 
although 9148-01 and 9148-03 both showed epistasis, the epistatic impact was not the same 
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for the two ears.  The opaque2 mutation appeared to only impact transgene expression for 
kernels with intermediate fluorescence values for ear 9148-01 while it impacted kernels with 
both intermediate and high fluorescence values for ear 9148-03.   
In addition to the different degrees of epistasis seen among ears with the same 
genome composition, some ears appeared to have low pollen transmission or possibly gene 
silencing while others did not.  Ear 9143-03 had higher numbers of kernels with low 
fluorescence values than expected indicating low pollen transmission or gene silencing, while 
ear 9143-01, which had the same genome composition, did not have excess numbers of 
kernels with low fluorescence values.  The low fluorescence values seen in opaque kernels 
are explained by epistasis, not low pollen transmission.  A similar scenario is seen in ears 
9148-01, 9148-02, and 9148-03 which all had the same genome composition.  Ears 9148-01 
and 9148-02 both appeared to have larger numbers of kernels with low fluorescence values 
than expected while ear 9148-03 did not.  The opaque2 mutation did not impact transgene 
expression for all ears tested and in ears where there appeared to be an epistatic impact, the 
degree of epistasis varied both between and within genome compositions.  The occurrence of 
epistasis also varied within genome compositions.  This wide level of variation in opaque2 
impact on transgene expression indicated that the specific impact of the mutation cannot be 
determined.  Again this suggested that results from one ear are not sufficient to determine the 
mutation’s impact on transgene expression. 
In this study it was not possible to distinguish between recessive gene action, low 
pollen transmission, and gene silencing for ears that have high numbers of kernels with low 
fluorescence values.  Further studies need to be done to determine which of these was 
actually occurring.  Genotyping can be done to test for presence of the transgene in kernels 
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with low fluorescence values.  If the kernels do not contain the transgene these kernels would 
likely be the result of low pollen transmission of the transgene.  If they did contain the 
transgene the kernels could be germinated and then outcrossed and selfed to test for recessive 
gene action.  If the transgene has recessive gene action, no expression should be seen in 
outcrossed progeny while selfed progeny should have one-forth of the kernels expressing the 
transgene.  If this result occurred from multiple outcrossings, gene silencing could be ruled 
out.  If the kernels with low fluorescence were the result of gene silencing the outcrossing 
and self experiment would not have consistent results. 
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7. Figures and Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Maize kernels having translucent or opaque phenotype.  Opaque kernels shown 
have opaque2 mutation.
translucent opaque2
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Figure 2. Maize ears with fluorescing kernels and non-fluorescing kernels.  Three ears on left 
contain kernels that are expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) while the ear on the far 
right does not have any kernels expressing GFP.
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_
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Figure 3. Hypothetical fluorescence segregation based on type of gene action. The red boxes 
indicate the hypothetical region for homozygous GFP negative kernels if the trait segregates 
normally.  The green boxes indicate the hypothetical region for homozygous GFP positive 
kernels if the trait segregates normally.  A) Dominant gene action, B) Co-dominant gene 
action, C) Recessive gene action, D) Result from low pollen transmission or gene silencing 
and co-dominant gene action.   
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Figure 4. Hypothetical fluorescence segregation based epistasis with co-dominant gene 
action.  The red boxes indicate the hypothetical region for homozygous GFP negative kernels 
if the trait segregates normally.  The green boxes indicate the hypothetical region for 
homozygous GFP positive kernels if the trait segregates normally.   
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Sourcea Construct Event Genome compositionb 
9141-04 19zn-GFP 29-1 50% B114A, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9145-01 19zn-GFP 3-2 50% B45, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9145-02 19zn-GFP 3-2 50% B45, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9145-04 19zn-GFP 3-2 50% B45, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9143-01 27zn-GFP 71-1 50% B45, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188, 25% B110 
9143-03 27zn-GFP 71-1 50% B45, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188, 25% B110 
9148-01 27zn-GFP 71-1 50% B14A, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9148-02 27zn-GFP 71-1 50% B14A, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
9148-03 27zn-GFP 71-1 50% B14A, 43.75% B73, 6.25% A188 
 
 
Table 1.  Construct, transformation events, and genome composition for the nine ears 
analyzed. 
 
a Source is given as row-plant number.  Plants in the same row are the same genotype.  All plants are self 
pollinated. 
b
 Genome composition estimated from the pedigree of the source 
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Table 2. Expected genotypic ratios for F2 seed. 
 
Segregation ratio Genotype 
1/16 o2o2/GFP(-)GFP(-) 
1/16 o2o2/GFP(+)GFP(+) 
1/16 O2O2/GFP(-)GFP(-) 
1/16 O2O2/GFP(+)GFP(+) 
2/16 o2o2/GFP(-)GFP(+) 
2/16 o2O2/GFP(-)GFP(+) 
2/16 o2O2/GFP(-)GFP(-) 
2/16 O2O2/GFP(-)GFP(+) 
4/16 o2O2/GFP(-)GFP(+) 
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Figure 5.  Fluorescence results for four ears segregating for opaque2 and 19zn-GFP 
expression.  The red boxes indicate the hypothetical region for homozygous GFP negative 
kernels if the trait segregates normally.  The green boxes indicate the hypothetical region for 
homozygous GFP positive kernels if the trait segregates normally.  A) Kernels from ear 
9141-04: event 29-1, B) Kernels from ear 9145-01: event 3-2, C) Kernels from ear 9145-02: 
event 3-2, D) Kernels from ear 9145-04: event 3-2. 
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Figure 6.  Fluorescence results for five ears segregating for opaque2 and 27zn-GFP 
expression.  The red boxes indicate the hypothetical region for homozygous GFP negative 
kernels if the trait segregates normally.  The green boxes indicate the hypothetical region for 
homozygous GFP positive kernels if the trait segregates normally.  A) Kernels from ear 
9143-01, B) Kernels from ear 9143-03, C) Kernels from ear 9148-01, D) Kernels from ear 
9148-02, E) Kernels from ear 9148-03. 
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CHAPTER 4: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
1. General Conclusions 
The zeins are the most prevalent protein found in maize kernels.  The different classes 
are found in varying amounts with some classes having multiple genes contained within large 
gene families.  The research contained in this manuscript sought to both identify new 22kDa 
zeins and also examine the use of promoters from different zein classes on transgene 
expression.   
The first paper (Chapter 2) looked at a method of identifying new 22kDa zein-like 
sequences in B73, B101, and Ill12E.  The results indicated that there are more 22kDa zein-
like sequences present in the maize genome than currently published.  This analysis 
identified several putative 22kDa zein-like sequences for all three inbreds and indicated some 
22kDa zein-like sequences are found in multiple inbreds.  The method used also allowed for 
the estimation of total number 22kDa zein-like sequences in all three inbreds.  The results 
indicated that B73 contains at least 38 22kDa zein-like sequences, B101 contains at least 33 
22kDa zein-like sequences, and Ill12E contains at least 28 zein-like sequences.  A number of 
highly similar sequences were found indicating that greater stringency may be needed to 
definitively identify 22kDa zein-like sequences.  The study also looked at the feasibility of 
using this method to identify gene candidates for dzr1.  The low percent of published 
sequences found, which was also an estimate of the percentage of total zein-like sequences 
found, indicated that more sequences are needed before attempting to identify gene 
candidates for this gene. 
The second study (Chapter 3), looked at the impact of the opaque2 mutation on 
expression of two GFP transgenes.  The transgenes contained either a 19kDa or 27kDa zein 
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promoter, and these two zein classes have different expression in opaque2 kernels.  The 
study examined whether the transgenes expressed similarly to the native protein.  For the 
19zn-GFP transgene, ears with different genetic backgrounds and transformation events were 
analyzed.  All ears showed some degree of epistatic impact of opaque2 on the transgene, 
although there were unexpected transgene phenotypic segregation ratios for some ears.  For 
27zn-GFP transgene, ears with different genetic backgrounds were analyzed.  Again 
unexpected transgene phenotypic segregation ratios were seen for some ears.  Additionally, 
opaque2 was seen to have epistatic impact on several ears although this result was 
unexpected.  These results suggest that transgene expression cannot be determined on a per 
ear basis and the same genetic background or transformation event does not dictate that 
transgene expression will be the similar. 
Knowledge of the number of zeins and how they are regulated is important in maize 
research.  This research suggested that within the 22kDa alpha zein gene family there are 
more members than currently published and possibly in locations not yet identified.  The 
transgene expression study indicated that the impacted of opaque2 on zein expression may be 
more complicated than previous research indicated.  Further studies into both these research 
areas are important in understanding these important and beneficial proteins. 
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